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Oh, the vanished bonanzas! Arizona
has lots of them —the Lost Frenchman,
the Jabonero Waybill, and the Silver
Pish-la-ki, Organ Grinder's Ledge, the
Hassayampa Strongbox, the Monterrey
Loot, the Lost Escalante, the Blond
Mayo, the Sierra Sombrera and dozens
of others, including the most sought-after mystery mine in North America — )
Lost Adams Diggins.
How richly the names roll off one's
tongue. What pictures are conjured up
by stories like desert trails —grown dim
with time, that cross and re-cross and
lead up canyons and across mountains
that seem to be the same.
The classic protagonist of a lost mine
story is a wanderer who has once seen —
or heard of —a rich lode or a glittering
placer. But like a desert mirage, shimmering in the distance, it forever eludes
him. Sometimes he's the sole survivor of
a party of miners, surprised and attacked
by Indians while they washed gold ore.
Sometimes he's a migrant hermit, pursuing a way of life in the wilderness, far
from the day-to-day humdrummery of
store or office.
There are stories about lost mines that
are like the stories about Ulysses. They
have become classic. The mists of the
years have given them added mystery
and fascination. Stories that have endured so long must have a mother lode of
truth. The cast of characters of these
stories is panoramic.
Stories of forgotten Jesuit treasure are
among the most fascinating of lost mine
legends. Historians scoff at the stories,
saying the Jesuits neither mined nor
hoarded gold, but folklore says that the
Tayopa silver mine in the Sierra
Madre —the most extensively hunted
lost mine in North America—was a Jesuit mine. Old stories say when the Jesuits were expelled from the Southwest
in 1767, they covered their mines and
buried their bars of gold and silver believing they would return.
The Lost Adams Diggings —placer
gold in a hidden canyon somewhere in
the Apache fastnesses of Eastern Arizona—is the greatest lost mine tradition
of them all. The story has endured for
more than a century and a whole subculture has grown around it.
It's all there—in Somewhere Out
There —a beautifully illustrated book
with 23 stories of lost mines and vanished treasures. Paperback, 64 pages, $3.50
Desert/ January 7975

to hit California since the earthquake
and fire of 1906. The magnificent redwood country was ravaged by flood —a
tearing, raging flood that swept away
everything in its paths —trees, animals,
humans.
Bahamas, who had known only trust
and love, could not comprehend Nature's sudden violence. Separated from
Brad and the security of his own private
the story of Randall Henderson
pasture, he responded to the memory of
and Palm Desert
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both, and showed beyond all hoping
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COLORFUL DESERT WILDFLOWERS by Grace
and Onas Ward. Segreaged into categories of
red, blue, white and yellow for easier identification, there are 190 four-color photos of flowers
found in the Mojave, Colorado and Western
Arizona deserts, all of which also have common
and scientific names plus descriptions. Hardcover, $7.50.

INSIDE DEATH VALLEY by Chuck Gebhardt. A
guide and reference text of forever mysterious
Death Valley, containing over 80 photographs,
many in color. Included, too, are Entry Guides
and Place Name Index for the convenience of
visitors. Written with authority by an avid hiker,
backpacker and rockclimber. 160 pages, paperback, $4.95.

HOW AND WHERE TOPAN GOLD by Wayne
Winters. Convenient paperback handbook with
information on staking claims, panning and recovering placer gold. Maps and drawings. $2.50.

FROSTY, A Raccoon to Remember by Harriett
E. Weaver. The only uniformed woman on California's State Park Ranger crews for 20 years,
Harriett Weaver shares her hilarious and
heart-warming experiences of being a "mother"
to an orphaned baby raccoon. A delightful book
for all ages. Illustrated with line-drawings by
Jennifer O. Dewey, hard cover, 156 pages, $5.95

A FIELD GUIDE TO WESTERN REPTILES
AND AMPHIBIANS by Robert C. Stebbins. A
Peterson Field Guide. 207 species, 569 illustrations, 185 in full color, 192 maps. The best book
of this type. Hardcover, $6.95.
THE SALTON SEAYesterday and Today by
Mildred de Stanley. Includes geological history,
photographs and maps, early exploration and
development of the area up to the present.
Paperback, 125 pages, $1.50.
ROCKS AND MINERALS OF CALIFORNIA
compiled by Vinson Brown, David Allan and
James Stark. This third revised edition will save
you hours of time by the description and pictures
of rocks and minerals found in this state. Color
pictures with clearly developed keys show you
how to identify what you have found and gives
you the fine tools to increase your ability as a
field collector. Paperback, well illustrated with
photos, locality maps, charts and quadrangle
map information. 200 pages, $4.25.
GHOST TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS OF
CALIFORNIA by Remi Nadeau. An excellent
book on California ghost towns. We recommend
it highly. Paperback, $3.75.

RELICS OF THE WHITEMAN by Marvin and
Helen Davis. A logical companion to Relics of the
Redman, this book brings out a marked difference by showing in its illustrations just how "suddenly modern" the early West became after the
arrival of the white man. The difference in artifacts typifies the historical background in each
case. The same authors tell how and where to collect relics of these early days, tools needed, and
how to display and sell valuable pieces.
Paperback, well illustrated in color and b/w, 63
pages, $3.95.
NEVADA GHOST TOWNS AND MINING
CAMPS by Stanley W. Paher. Covering all of Nevada's 17 counties, Paher has documented 575
mining camps, many of which have been erased
from the earth. The book contains the greatest
and most complete collection of historic photographs of Nevada ever published. This, coupled
with his excellent writing and map, creates a book
of lasting value. Large 9x11 format, 700 photographs, hardcover, 492 pages, $15.00.

OLD FORTS OF THE NORTHWEST by H. M.
Hart. Over 200 photos and maps. Exciting pictorial history of the military posts that opened the
West. Hardcover, beautifully illustrated, originally published at $12.50. New Edition $3.95.

CORONADO'S CHILDREN by J. Frank Doby.
Originally published in 1930, this book about lost
mines and buried treasures of the West is a
classic and is as vital today as when first written.
Dobie was not only an adventurer, but a scholar
and a powerful writer. A combination of legends
and factual background. Hardcover, 376 pages,
$3.95.
BAJA [California, Mexico] by Cliff Cross. Updated to include the new transpeninsula highway, the author has outlined in detail all of the
services, precautions, outstanding sights and
things to do in Baja. Maps and photos galore,
with large format. 170 pages, $4.95.

THE DESERT IS YOURS by Erie Stanley Gardner. This is the late author's fifth book written
on the desert but the first that is devoted to the
western desert of the

